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Around the Web
PAGB & Photography News
MidPhot 2015
Commercial
The Polluted Planet - A selection
of images from some of the most
polluted sites on earth. They are
powerfully compelling and some
have a chilling beauty.
If you’ve not been to a Contemporary Photography Group meeting
before, do come along and discover new worlds.
images by Ruth Bourne LRPS

Harold Pointon
It is with great sadness that we record the passing of one of our Club's stalwarts and
longstanding members who died suddenly on Thursday 19th February 2015.
Harold joined The Worcestershire Camera Club in 1992 and held continuous membership since that time. His wife Mary was also a member and for five seasons (1996 2001)

they jointly carried out the role of Honorary Secretary. Harry joined the

Committee in 1995 when he became External Competitions Secretary. In 1998 he was
Vice-Chairman and Chairman in 1999.
By 2002 digital was starting to really take over from film and most camera club photographers were
embracing the new technology and learning how to get the best (or at least something acceptable) from
software offered by Adobe called 'Photoshop'. Harry, observing that our results in External Competitions
were less than brilliant, suggested that we would benefit from group discussions where we could learn from
each other and improve our competition photography. From his dining room the Digital Group was born. After
a while the group grew to a size that warranted the hire of larger accommodation and we moved to the Royal
British Legion, Claines. Harry was Digital Group Leader for five seasons. The group continues to flourish and
the monthly meetings are very well attended. Many of our members, some of whom have gone on to achieve
Photographic Distinctions, owe their Photoshop skills to Harold who for over ten years ran evening courses
from his home. Likewise, the popularity of these grew and reached a point where he was holding two
meetings in a week to satisfy demand.
In recent times Mary's health was such that Harry had become her carer. His photography became limited
mainly to local excursions but once a year I would take him out for the day and Anne would stay with Mary.
They got on extremely well together and, both having lived for long periods in Bristol, always had something
to talk about. We usually visited a Cathedral which Harry enjoyed and from which he produced some very fine
prints. He also liked Nature photography and made many visits to local reserves. Whenever possible he
attended walks organised by the club.
In his late teens Harold joined the Salvation Army and after training became an Army Officer in South Wales.
After a period of several years with the Salvation Army he left to start his training as a Psychiatric Nurse and
it was through a Clinical Tutor Course that he met Mary. He acquired a Degree in Teaching and became a
Nurse Tutor at Glenside Hospital, Bristol. They moved to Worcester in 1987. Together they enjoyed Canal Boat
holidays and owned for many years a caravan in Cornwall where Harry sold prints of the local area.
Those of us who knew Harold will remember him as a person more than willing to help others, a reserved
man who at a meeting would not say a great deal, but when he spoke people listened and the point he was
making, always well considered, made good common sense.
Our Club has lost a good friend, a fine photographer and a true gentleman.

John Burrows
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Members’ News & Images
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Disappearing People?
Extracts from recent email exchanges with Roger
Plant accompany his images (left).
Although publishing photos of children without
their parent or guardian’s consent is not yet illegal
there is a growing consensus that it should be. And
that all faces of children must always be rendered
unrecognisable in all published photos. Perhaps
this is the thin end of a wedge between photographers and the public sphere when all traces of
children, pets and people disappear from the free
press.
With this in mind I’m preparing to reboot my
photography perhaps evolving entirely into abstract. And since photography is all about light the
purest form I can imagine, devoid of any reference
to humanity save perhaps emotion, is this one
(Blue)!
It’s dawned on me that once photography becomes stripped of all actual human interest then
anthropomorphised imagery may flourish in addition to other subject matter such as wildlife, natural history, a depopulated landscape or built
environment, natural abstracts or other abstracts.
One of my contemporary ‘Phantoms’ has already
featured in the newsletter. Here is a sample of an
anthropomorphic image ‘Phantom shadow, climbing’ which I captured recently near the River Wye.

Introducing…
A warm WCC welcome to recent joiner Jason Kelly,
who says:I have been taking my photography seriously for about
5 years and as a relative newcomer to this hobby I am
enjoying learning and developing my knowledge and
skills each time I pick up my camera. I enjoy photographing many diverse subjects and trying to get the
most out of the situations I find myself in, applying
newly learnt techniques and exploring different approaches to taking photographs. I travel regularly as
part of my job and that has been a rich source of opportunities.
I’m very much looking forward to progressing as a photographer as part of the camera club and to getting to
know everyone.
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Dates for the Diary / Out and About
What’s on, exhibitions to go and see, photo-opportunities... Send in your events.

Paul Long exhibition at Number 8 Pershore until 18th March.

9th March GRAIN photographer's talk by Paul Gaffney.
Photography Show 21-24 March at the NEC.
Saturday 14th & Sunday 15th March - Medieval Weekend in the Town
House at Avoncroft (now open 6 days a week, again closed Mondays).
Croome Sky Cafe is now open! Wonderful views from the roof… There is also a
volunteer welcome evening on 5th March if you want to find out more about
helping out there (or talk to Lionel).

Hidcote Photography Workshops
16th & 30th June with Sarah Howard - book soon. Tel 01386
439801 or email bettina.zagoritis@nationaltrust.org.uk

Photographic Cases
A reminder that Tony Audas is kindly coordinating the ordering
and collection of photographic storage boxes on behalf of
members. The cost for print folders and boxes at Fibre Components varies from £7 to £23.50. There is a delivery charge of
£15 for orders under £150, which is why we offer to collate
orders to ensure best value for members. Confirmed orders and
payments to Tony as soon as possible, but by the AGM on 21st
April at the latest. Download your order form here.

Tony Audas

Competitions & Exhibitions
ZSL Animal Photography Prize closes 1st April

British Wildlife Photography Awards close 2 May.

Plan ahead for the 20th Cotswold mono Salon.

Last chance today for LensCulture portrait awards.

Malinik Digital Circuit 2015

RPS Images for Science closes 23 March.
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Club Matters
You might have been unaware that the Club’s projection screen mysteriously fell down two weeks ago
without causing any damage to persons, stage or itself. It was reportedly caught by a lady who was standing
below it. The screen weighs 28kg so she must have been “Superwoman”. We are unlikely to find out what
really happened & can only surmise that it might have been a poltergeist, or the church bells being rung with
vigour, or a very heavy lorry speeding along the Droitwich Road! Fortunately the screen was not damaged in
any way which adds to the mystery.
How many men does it take to erect a heavy projector screen? Seven. Six to do the work & one to take
photographs. The six workers were Alan Yeates, Eric Williams, Richard Wood, Richard Nicholls, Darren Leeson
& Douglas Gregor, all photographed by Paul Mann. We did consider asking the Vicar to exorcise the screen
to prevent any further mysterious happenings but we thought it might upset the white balance or the Club
Spirit.
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Ta-da!

Can You Help?
Adrian is looking for someone to take on the ID badge organisation. Can you help?
If you think you can help in this or any other ways with the running of the club, just speak to a committee
member...
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Around the Web
Enjoy some whimsy…

12 by 12 - A project starting on 5th March. Take a look
at the 26 by 26 photobook.

These Crappy Photos made me Famous...
The National Geographic Daily Dozen

Farewell, Leonard Nimoy, photographer.

Enjoy some illusions....

Hints and Tips

Wedding cinemagraphs

What are your worst photography habits?

Some great animal photobombs!
How to choose the right shutter speed.
More on the topic that Roger raised…
Ruth Bourne LRPS

PAGB & Photography News
Edition 133 - lots to read.
Photography News Issue 17

MIDPHOT 2015
Thank you once again for your entries. There were
159 for WCC from 18 members (7 only last year). We
achieved 44 acceptances from 14 of those members.
Unfortunately for the first time that I can remember
we did not gain any awards.

of 91) our prints did not (8 out of 68) with 1 mono out
of 19 - well done Pam!

Notably, whilst our PDIs fared well (37 accepted out

John Burrows

The Acceptance Mark was 12 (out of a possible 15)
apart from Mono and Colour Prints where the acceptance mark was 12+.

Commercial
For readers of Amateur Photographer or What Digital Camera. Win a £100 or £50 voucher in the Wex
Photography survey.
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